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Abstract 
Adoption of preprints dramatically expanded during the COVID-19 pandemic. Many have expressed 

concern that the risk of flawed decision-making is increased by relying on preprint data that would not 

survive peer review. We therefore asked how much the information presented in preprints is expected to 

change after review. We quantify attrition dynamics of over 1000 epidemiological estimates first reported 

in 100 matched preprints studying COVID-19. We find that 89% of point estimates persist through peer 

review. Of these, the correlation between preprint and published estimate values is extremely high at 0.99, 

and there is no systematic trend toward estimate inflation or deflation during review. A higher degree of 

data alteration during peer review, either in terms of magnitude or deletion, might be expected in papers 

never published because of their lower quality, which could limit the generalizability of our results. 

Importantly, we find that expert peer review scores of preprint quality are not related to eventual publication 

in a peer reviewed journal, mitigating this concern. Uncertainty is reduced somewhat, however, as authors 

add another 18% of data points compared to the preprint version. Confidence interval ranges also decrease 

by a small but statistically significant 7%. Therefore, the evidence base presented in preprints is highly 

stable, and where data change during review, uncertainty is expected to decrease by a small amount on 

average. These results lend credence to the use of preprints, as one component of the biomedical research 

literature, in decision-making. These results can help inform the use of preprints during the ongoing 

pandemic as well as future disease outbreaks. 

Introduction 
As preprint adoption exploded during the COVID-19 pandemic (1-5), many researchers worried that the 

use of unrefereed scientific articles would mislead private and public health decision-making. The basis for 

this thinking is that peer review is thought to be a key quality control step in scientific communication. By 

bypassing it, improvements to the paper that would have taken place during review are not incorporated, or 

articles that are too low quality to be published are instead communicated to the scientific community and 

the public (6-9). These claims are empirical in nature. However, little is currently known about the degree 

to which the evidence base within scientific articles change during review. It is also not known how 

perceptions of article quality drive the collective set of decisions by scientific stakeholders that result in a 

paper ultimately being published in a peer-reviewed journal. 

In order for review to make a measurable difference, it must change scientific communication in a 

meaningful way. This could be accomplished, for example, by reducing uncertainty of the reported results, 

perhaps by causing authors to add supporting data. Alternatively, reviewers might suggest changes to the 

methodology that improves measurements, estimates, or analytical results. Another possibility is that 

review might improve reporting by censoring unreliable results, either individually in a manuscript through 
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data deletion, or by preventing manuscripts from being published altogether. Finally, in the absence of 

changes to the underlying evidence base, review can realign the interpretation of the results by reining in 

or otherwise modifying unsupported interpretations of the data. 

With the exception of realigning the interpretation of the study, these avenues for effecting change during 

review all involve changes to the data reported in a scientific manuscript. Therefore, in this study we 

quantify the degree to which the data reported in preprints change during peer review. This question has 

taken on a great deal of importance during the COVID-19 pandemic, as reported quantifications have been 

used directly in public and private decision-making. The sudden adoption of preprints as a means of 

scientific communication of preliminary findings represents something of an experiment in scientific 

publishing. Alongside this sudden embrace of preprints (1-5), scientific publishers have been deluged with 

new manuscripts describing research on COVID-19 (10-14), and have struggled with the management of 

peer review under emergency conditions (14, 15), partially as a result of the need to review submitted 

preprint manuscripts. For this reason, in this study we focus specifically on this policy-relevant subset of 

the research literature.  

As discoveries are posted to preprint servers, disclaimers have been added to emphasize that the paper has 

not been peer reviewed (16). However, as noted above, little is known about how the extent to which data 

in biomedical preprints systematically differ from their peer-reviewed counterfactuals, despite the 

importance of this emerging question (17-24). This knowledge gap is concerning not only for navigating 

preprints in this infectious disease outbreak, but also for navigating future emergencies. To address this 

gap, here we quantify how over 1000 epidemiological estimates first reported in 100 matched preprints 

studying COVID-19 change between preprint and peer-reviewed versions. We find that the vast majority 

of data reported in preprints survive peer review, and that there is very little change in their values. We also 

find that external peer review scores of preprint quality are unrelated to the probability of the preprint being 

published, indicating that there is not a large quality gap between preprints that are published vs. those that 

are not. Finally, we observe a small reduction in measures of uncertainty after review. The evidence base 

of COVID-19 preprints therefore seems very stable, lending credence to their use in decision-making. 

Results 

Search and data curation 
In order to quantify degree to which COVID-19 data change through peer review, it was first necessary to 

match COVID-19 preprints to their later published version. The publicly available NIH iSearch COVID-

19 Portfolio (25, 26) makes it possible to assemble comprehensive datasets of COVID-19 papers linked to 

their preprints. A key advantage of conducting this study with infectious disease research is that there are 

several key concepts in this field that, while nuanced and complex (27, 28), are well-defined enough to be 

compared across different research groups and time periods. This allows individual estimates to be tracked 

from version to version, and meaningfully compared among different research groups. In this project, we 

specifically track reported estimates of basic reproduction number (R0), disease incidence, case fatality rate, 

and infection fatality rate (see Methods). 

In considering possible reasons why data might substantially change during peer review, one trivial 

possibility is that data might be changed or removed because they were tangential to the central questions 

addressed in a given manuscript. We reasoned that articles with keyword matches for these different types 

of estimates in a prominent position of the paper like the title or abstract, rather than only farther down in 

the full text, would be more likely to study these measures as a more central focus of the paper rather than 

as a tangential mention. For this reason, we ensured that for each epidemiological concept we examined, 

that there were keyword matches in the title or abstract, rather than appearing only in the article body. In 
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particular, this approach reduced the recall of papers that merely referenced a prior paper using these 

epidemiological estimates but did not generate any such data in the paper at hand. 

With a set of hundreds of candidate preprint-publication pairs matched to these epidemiological estimates, 

we manually curated each candidate pair. Articles were excluded if they discussed but did not generate 

estimates, were not published in a peer-reviewed journal (i.e. two different preprints were matched on 

different servers), or merely copied estimates from prior publications (we found these cases to appropriately 

acknowledge the prior work). 

Many preprint servers allow authors to update their articles, and we sought to avoid overlooking important 

differences in preprint and publication versions of a paper that could be caused by an author updating their 

preprint after peer review in order to match the publication version. Therefore, we curated the first version 

of preprints uploaded to the preprint server. In addition, some preprint servers do not necessarily keep all 

versions of preprints online, instead displaying only the most recent. We therefore focused on arXiv, 

bioRxiv and medRxiv, which keep detailed records of each version of a preprint. This approach yielded 

100 matched publications (see Methods). On average, matched articles reported 19 epidemiological point 

estimates per paper; we curated a total of 1921 data points, appearing in the preprint version, the publication 

version, or both (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Data reported in preprints and their persistence through peer review. (A) Number of data points 

reported in preprints by category of epidemiological estimate, keyword matched in the title and abstract. 

CFR, Case Fatality Rate; IFR, Infection Fatality Rate; Inc., Disease Incidence; R0, basic reproduction 

number R0. (B) Provenance and fate of data points reported in preprints and their cognate peer reviewed 

publications. 89% of data points reported in preprints persist through peer review; an additional 18% are 

added during peer review. (C) Number of matched publications that exhibited no data changes related to 

the keyword-matched estimate (“No change”), retained all originally reported data and added more 

(“Added Only”), replaced originally reported data with new data of the same type (“Dropped & Added”), 

or dropped data points without replacement (“Dropped Only”). 

 

Most data survive peer review 
Because it is impossible to compare data between the preprint and publication version if it is deleted during 

peer review, we first asked how frequently such data deletion occurs. This is relevant to decision making 

as well; if decision-makers rely on preprint data that will not survive peer review in recognizable form, the 
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risk of flawed decision-making is increased. We found that, of the 1606 data points reported in preprints, 

11% were deleted during peer review; consequently, 89% of estimates survive peer review in recognizable 

form (Figure 1). 

This finding suggests that the vast majority of data points survive peer review, but it may be that this 

deletion is distributed unevenly among scientific articles. We therefore examined deletion at the level of 

articles rather than estimates. We find that 84% of preprints deleted no data; in other words, in this subset 

of papers, all estimates were either carried through completely unchanged or could be matched to a cognate 

estimate in the publication version. Consistent with the above measurements, the number of estimates 

removed from preprints during review was 1.7. Thus, we find that the vast majority of data do not undergo 

any type of censorship in the form of data removal. 

One possible interpretation of these results is that 16% of articles undergo some form of censorship during 

peer review in the form of data deletion. However, another possible interpretation is that the data are 

replaced, perhaps due to a modification to the research question being addressed in a manuscript during 

review. In this case, addition of new data of the same type of epidemiological estimate would be expected. 

We found that 11% of articles deleted some data and replaced these with new data of the same type. 

Therefore, only 5% of manuscripts undergo the type of data deletion without replacement that could be 

interpreted as censorship. 

Noting that the coincidence of the removal and addition of data seemed higher than expected, we asked if 

these were statistically related. Overall, 31% of manuscripts added data during peer review (the 11% of 

articles that replaced data, combined with 20% of articles that retained all original data points and added 

supporting data as well). Although this is larger than the number of articles removing data, neither the 

fraction of articles adding vs. deleting data nor the number of data points added vs. removed were 

statistically significant. If addition and deletion of data were independent, then, by chance only 5% of 

articles, rather than the 11% observed, would be expected to exhibit both. The phi coefficient of these two 

phenomena was positively associated (phi = 0.36). Therefore, most instances of data removal are 

accompanied by a significant trend to replace the original data with additional data of the same type, 

oftentimes with more data than were removed during review. Together, these data show that the vast 

majority of data points survive peer review, and that they are often augmented by additional data. 

No systematic estimate inflation or deflation during peer review 
Since the underlying spread of SARS-CoV-2 changed while articles went through peer review, it stands to 

reason that data found in these articles might be more likely than other types of research articles to change 

in magnitude during review, reflecting the underlying change in disease dynamics. We therefore next 

compared those data points identified in both the preprint and publication version to estimate the magnitude 

of such change. Overall, 68% of estimates were identical in preprint and publication versions (Figure 1). In 

addition, we found the magnitude of change to be small overall. 18% of estimates increased in size, while 

14% of estimates decreased. By comparing the ratio of the publication estimate to its preprint counterpart, 

we found that 82% of data points fell within 5% of the value reported in the preprint, and 86% of data points 

fell within 10% of the original value. Notably, 65% of data points that changed more than 10% were smaller 

than 1, suggesting that many of these may be spurious changes that could be attributable to small-

denominator effects. This magnitude of change was not statistically significant (p = 0.74, Wilcoxon signed 

rank test). On average, data points changed by 6%. The correlation between preprint and peer reviewed 

estimate values was exceptionally high, at over 0.99 (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Magnitude of change for data reported in preprints matched to cognate data points in 

publication versions. (A) Log scale comparison of epidemiological estimate values reported in preprints 

vs. their matched values reported in peer-reviewed publications (R2 > 0.99). (B-E) Linear comparison of 

epidemiological estimate values reported in preprints vs. their matched values reported in peer-reviewed 

publications, on the full range of data (B), for data ranged 0-1000 (C), 0-100 (D), and 0-1 (E). 

 

One potential complication to the analysis thus far is that these data are hierarchically organized, with 

individual estimates nested within publications. In order to more carefully account for this nested data 

structure in our statistical analysis, we analyzed these data with a linear mixed model with random effects 

on article ID. We found that this approach yielded the same null result (p = 0.61). Examining the data more 

closely, we found that the outliers in this analysis were most notable in the Incidence dataset, as authors 

updated their estimates of the number of persons infected, which sometimes increased by an order of 

magnitude. However, even subdividing the data into categories based on the estimate type (Figure 3), none 

of these changes in estimate values reached statistical significance (CFR p = 0.9, IFR p = 0.18, Incidence p 

= 0.13, R0 p = 0.23, Wilcoxon signed rank test). Thus, we find small changes to the 89% of data points that 

persist through peer review that reach neither the level of statistical nor practical significance. 
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Figure 3. Magnitude of change for data reported in preprints matched to cognate data points in 

publication versions, by type of measurement. None of these changes in estimate values reached 

statistical significance (CFR p = 0.9, IFR p = 0.18, Incidence p = 0.13, R0 p = 0.23, Wilcoxon signed 

rank test). Inset in the Incidence chart shows a constrained range of values from 0-100 instead of the full 

range. 

 

Article quality unrelated to whether preprints get published 
Although we observe that preprint data are stable through peer review, one objection might be that the 

published manuscripts selected in this study may be of higher quality than unpublishable preprints and 

therefore more reliable. In other words, a higher degree of data alteration during peer review, either in terms 

of magnitude or censorship, might be expected in papers never published because of their lower quality. 

This argument is, by definition, untestable, because the counterfactual peer-reviewed manuscripts do not 

exist. However, this general line of reasoning does make a testable prediction. If article quality is a primary 

driving force behind the outcome of a preprint being published in a peer reviewed journal, then this outcome 

should be statistically related to independent peer review assessments of preprint quality. 

To test this hypothesis, we aggregated peer review scores of preprint quality from Rapid Reviews: COVID-

19 database published by the MIT Press (29), which solicits transparent reviews of preprints by leaders in 

the field including members of the National Academy of Medicine (see Methods). We identified 67 articles 
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in the fields of Biology, Medicine, and Public Health with a time frame overlapping that of our papers from 

the NIH iSearch COVID-19 Portfolio. These peer review scores correspond to Misleading (1), Not 

Informative (2), Potentially Informative (3), Reliable (4) and Strong (5). A positive relationship between 

these peer review scores and publication probability would support the hypothesis that the quality of 

published preprints differ meaningfully from those that remain unpublished. We did not observe such a 

direct relationship (Figure 4, p = 0.39). 

 
Figure 4. Publication quality scores do not relate to probability of being published in a peer reviewed 

journal. (A) Bubble plot of independent pre-publication expert peer review scores of article quality (1 = 

Misleading -> 5 = Strong) vs. probability of articles being published do not show a significant 

relationship. Bubble sizes proportional to the number of articles that received that peer review score. (B) 

Rug plot (“Published Status”) and line plot of fitted logistic regression controlling for field of research 

indicate a higher probability of Public Health research being published (grey line, p = 0.02), but no 

relationship between peer review scores of article quality and publication probability (p = 0.91). 10% 

jitter was added to the x-axis rug plot data points to facilitate visualization of otherwise overlapping 

points. 

 

In principle, other factors could influence this lack of a direct linear relationship between article quality 

scores and publication status. For example, it may be that preprints from 2020 have not yet had time to 

complete peer review at a journal, in which case preprint age could be an important covariate. Alternatively, 

different fields might have different publication practices, in which case field of research might be an 

important variable. In order to more fully account for other potentially confounding variables, we conducted 

logistic regression analysis. A logistic model examining the effect of peer review scores on publication 

probability did not yield significant results (Table 1, p = 0.87). We next included preprint age as an 

independent variable in a second model, but neither this nor peer review scores approached statistical 

significance. This suggests that time since preprint posting is not rate-limiting in the sample here (an 

average of 417 days had elapsed from the original preprint posting). Including field of research did not 

change the non-significance of peer review scores on eventual publication probability, either alone or with 

preprint age included, but did reveal that Public Health research is more likely to be published than Biology 
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(p = 0.02). Together, these analysis do not support the hypothesis that article quality scores are significantly 

associated with eventual publication in a peer reviewed journal (Figure 4). 

One possible interpretation of these results is that while article quality may play an undetected role in 

publication in a peer reviewed journal for these types of papers, other observed and unobserved factors like 

career incentives, researcher motivation, or phenomena like the halo effect may overwhelm quality as a 

deciding factor in the collective set of decisions that culminate in a peer-reviewed publication. However, 

the interpretation that there is a notable difference in published vs. never-published preprint quality in this 

dataset, that could in principle lead to notable differences in data stability and reliability, is not supported. 

Variable Model 1 coef (s.e.) Model 2 coef (s.e.) Model 3 coef (s.e.) Full model coef (s.e.) 

Peer 

Review 

Score 

-0.16 

(1.06) 

p = 

0.872 

-0.05 

(0.30) 

p = 

0.86 

-0.04 

(0.32) 

p = 0.91 -0.04 

(0.32) 

p = 0.88 

Preprint 

Age  

  0.004 

(0.007) 

p = 

0.48 

  0.004 

(0.007) 

p = 0.58 

Medicine 

Field  

    0.55 

(0.62) 

p = 0.37 0.60 

(0.63) 

p = 0.34 

Public 

Health 

Field 

    1.59 

(0.70) 

p = 

0.02* 

1.57 

(0.70) 

p = 0.02* 

Table 1. Factors associated with the probability that a preprint will be published in a peer-reviewed journal. 

Only field of research (Public Health) was associated with publication probability; peer review scores of 

preprint article quality were not significantly associated with publication probability in any of the models. 

Confidence intervals tighten during peer review 
A concern about the quality of data reported in preprints is that the reporting might be overly optimistic, 

and that the rigors of review may reveal that the reported results are less certain than originally presented. 

In this unfavorable scenario for preprints, measures of uncertainty like confidence intervals might be 

expected to increase after review. However, an alternative possibility is that peer review may improve a 

manuscript is by reducing uncertainty of the reported results. This could be accomplished by a modification 

to the data, experimental, or analytical procedures in a way that tightens confidence intervals. We therefore 

examined the change of their corresponding range of confidence intervals where reported (n = 495). Like 

changes in point estimates, the degree of change in the confidence interval ranges was small, at 7.4% on 

average. Unlike point estimates, confidence intervals showed a systematic tendency to decrease between 

preprint and published versions, indicating that confidence interval ranges tightened during review (p < 

0.001, Wilcoxon signed rank test and Figure 5). Based on these results, measurements of uncertainty, like 

confidence interval ranges, can be expected to decrease slightly, on average, during the review process. 
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Figure 5. Changes in the ratio of published vs. preprint values for point estimates and their confidence 

intervals. (A) Sorted ratios of the peer-reviewed point estimates to the matched preprint value. Most 

ratios were unchanged by peer review (equal to 1.0). The degree and direction of change was symmetric 

and statistically not significant (p = 0.74, Wilcoxon signed rank test). (B) Sorted ratios of the confidence 

interval range in the published vs. preprint versions. More confidence intervals tightened (ratio < 1.0) 

than expanded (ratio > 1.0) during review (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed rank test). Grey lines indicate the 

10th and 90th quantiles. 

 

Discussion 
In this study, we asked how the data reported in COVID-19 preprints fare as a measure of their stability 

and robustness during the rigors of peer review. We focused on concepts that, although perhaps calculated 

differently from lab to lab, represent core concepts that can be compared across research studies (CFR, IFR, 

Incidence, and R0). We found that, of the data initially reported in preprints, 89% of data remain intact. The 

overall degree of change in the 89% of surviving values was low, and published values were tightly 

correlated with those in preprints (R2 = 0.99). We did not detect a statistically significant relationship 

between peer review scores of preprint quality and the likelihood of a preprint being published. It is 

therefore unlikely that these high levels of data stability differ systematically in our sample of published 

preprints compared unpublished preprints on the basis of article quality, which in the absence of 

countervailing data might otherwise be assumed to be significantly lower in unpublished preprints. Data 

reported in preprints were more likely to be augmented after peer review than removed. Confidence 

intervals that were reported in preprints tightened by a small but significant amount after peer review. This 

result implies that uncertainty reported in preprints is slightly overestimated, lending credibility to these 

results. The data, and therefore the evidence supporting the article’s conclusions, reported in preprints are 

expected to survive peer review largely unchanged. These results lend credence to the use of preprints, as 

one component of the biomedical research literature, in decision-making. 

Our results augment a small but growing literature on the reliability of data in preprints and changes caused 

by peer review, especially with respect to COVID-19. Nearly one-fourth of COVID-19 related research is 
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hosted by preprint servers which are greatly shared across online platforms (30). Studies suggest that the 

discrepancy between the preprints and peer-reviewed articles is minor and the quality of reporting is within 

comparable range, advocating in favor of sharing research findings in preprints (19, 21). Wang et al. also 

compared epidemiological estimates for preprints and published articles (separate articles, rather than 

different versions of the same papers as studied here), and found that basic reproduction number, incubation 

period, and infectious period were similar in preprints and peer-reviewed articles (24). 

One limitation of this study is that we did not investigate is how author language changes after review. An 

early study with small sample sizes found that preprints may have more spin in their conclusions (positive 

description of a non-significant result) (20), but a later and larger study by Bero et al. found that author spin 

on scientific conclusions was identified in both preprints and published articles at similar rates (17). One 

study by Brierley et al., who also compared aspects of preprints to their published versions, found that 

conclusion language and number of figures is very similar before and after review (18). Analysis of word 

embeddings also found high degrees of similarity between preprints and their published versions (22). 

Together, these findings identify that there are changes to the scientific content of articles during review, 

but these are generally small. 

Hypercompetition in biomedical research 
Biomedical research has entered a “hypercompetitive” phase due to declining grant award rates following 

the end of the NIH budget doubling in the 2000s (31, 32). As a result, many of the systems that served well 

in the past are now regarded as having systemic flaws that impede scientific discovery and discourage 

academic careers. As a result of these systemic flaws, scientists have examined possible changes to the 

systems and procedures employed in decision-making. Peer review is one topic that has been examined the 

most frequently, because it is used in making key decisions. These include the selection of applications 

eligible for funding by federal agencies, manuscript acceptance at journals, and university hiring and 

promotion. Peer review is thought to serve as a key quality-control step (33), improving manuscripts with 

suggestions for additional experiments, improvements to analytical methodology, or outright rejection of 

fatally flawed studies. However, peer review is thought to have disadvantages as well. This process adds 

substantial time to decision-making at funding agencies and journals. Peer review delays publication by 

over a year, on average (34). Additional experimentation requested by reviewers at journals is costly in 

money and resources. Peer review is not immune to biases that affect human cognition and decision-making 

in general, including confirmation, content, affiliation, and prestige bias (35). 

Widespread adoption of preprints has been proposed as an avenue for improving the dissemination of 

biomedical research knowledge (36). This change could benefit the research community through much 

more rapid dissemination of research discoveries and earlier feedback from scientific peers on avenues for 

improvement. Accordingly, science funders like NIH have begun to craft policy to encourage the adoption 

of preprints (37). Notably, the National Library of Medicine began a preprint pilot to index a small number 

of preprints into the PubMed database of biomedical research (38). However, knowledge from biomedical 

research articles are unique in their relatively more frequent use in decision-making that impacts human 

health (7). Patients and physicians use this knowledge in managing healthcare, and policymakers use 

biomedical research in public health decisions. It was unknown how the dissemination of biomedical 

knowledge that has not been peer reviewed may result in the communication of flawed or otherwise 

incorrect findings (9). 

Our results, along with emerging studies from others (17, 19, 21, 23), suggest that the reliability of data 

reported in preprints is generally high. While there are measurable effects on research articles after peer 

review, the effect sizes seem to be small. When the National Institutes of Health announced their policy 

supporting the citation of preprints (37), it was unclear whether biomedical researchers would use these as 
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the government defined, as “a complete and public draft of a scientific document”, or whether largely 

incomplete studies would be posted. We observe that the degree of change during review is small, and 

expert opinion of article quality are not significantly different for preprints that end up published vs those 

that are not. It therefore seems that the articles submitted to preprint servers by researchers, especially on 

COVID-19 during worst-case conditions the pandemic, are largely complete versions of comparable quality 

to published papers, and can be expected to change very little throughout peer review. 

Methods 

Search strategy 
In order to quantify the changes of COVID-19 findings during peer review, suitable papers needed to first 

be identified. Suitable articles should report original data on these COVID-19 measurements, should have 

a preprint deposited ahead of publication, and also have a peer-reviewed publication linked to the preprint. 

The publicly available NIH iSearch COVID-19 Portfolio (25), part of the NIH iCite web service (39-43), 

disseminates linkages between preprints and their later published versions. This makes it possible to 

assemble datasets of suitable papers on a large scale. 

The NIH iSearch COVID-19 Portfolio uses artificial intelligence/machine learning approaches and curation 

by biomedical research experts in order to thousands of preprint and peer-reviewed publications on COVID-

19 (26, 44). In addition, the COVID-19 Portfolio integrates natural language processing and detailed search 

engine functionality that can further identify which of these papers contain the relevant epidemiologic 

concepts. By combining this functionality with structured data linking published versions with preprints in 

the COVID-19 Portfolio, we assembled a dataset of hundreds of candidate articles for this project. These 

articles matched keyword synonyms in their title or abstracts on one of four relevant epidemiological 

concepts: basic reproduction rate, incidence, case fatality rate, or incidence. It was possible for articles to 

match on more than one keyword, and because we sought to relate the measurements of stability to concepts 

that were central enough to be mentioned in the title or abstract, these repeated matches were analyzed 

separately. Of the hundred matches curated here, there were four overlapping articles between the four 

categories. Searches for recovery rate, prevalence, and contact rate were also conducted, but these concepts 

either yielded too few results or recalled large numbers of less-relevant articles that used terms colloquially.  

Inclusion/exclusion criteria and curation 
The curating process followed a set of guidelines ensured consistency in the curation process. Curators first 

verified that a version of each preprint was available in a peer-reviewed journal or comparative purposes. 

Articles that the NIH iSearch COVID-19 Portfolio identified had a later version, but the later version was 

also a preprint and no published version existed, were excluded from analysis. If the preprint and published 

versions were suitable, article version was verified. Only the initial preprint submission was curated, as 

later updates to the preprint may have incorporated changes due to ongoing peer review. Thus, analyzing 

later preprint versions could have led to underestimating the degree of change during peer review.  

Curators examined preprint article first. If there were data points encountered in the article that were deemed 

in the matched category for the search that identified the candidate preprint (CFR, IFR, Incidence, and R0), 

point estimates and their confidence intervals were recorded. If an article mentioned one type of estimate 

(e.g. CFR) in the title or abstract and also reported data for a different type of estimate not mentioned in the 

title or abstract (e.g. R0), the latter type was excluded as possibly ancillary. The same process was followed 

while curating the journal article. No data were collected where curators had to guess at the value (e.g. the 

data were presented in a scatter plot but the estimate was never recorded in full text). Some data points were 
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repeated, for example in the abstract but existed in a table with accompanying data points, and these were 

deduplicated.  

Articles that merely copied data from another paper were excluded as out-of-scope unless they also 

provided their own estimates. Meta-analysis were also excluded unless the authors of the meta-analysis 

calculated their own unique data points. 

Data transformation and statistics 
Percentage data were normalized onto a 0-1 scale for consistency. To test for systematic differences 

between the matched preprint and publication data points, their ratio was calculated, and the log ratio values 

were tested with a two-sided exact Wilcoxon signed rank test. The same procedure was used to detect 

systematic differences in the ranges of confidence intervals pre- and post-peer review. 

In order to further test whether the hierarchical nature of these nested data affected the analytical 

conclusions, we conducted a mixed effects model, considering the article ID as a random effect: 

log(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟) ~ 1 | 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 

In addition, the two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test on each estimate type was conducted separately to test 

whether individual types of estimate showed systematic increases or decreases after review. 

Logistic regression models were used to test for a relationship between peer review scores of article quality, 

time from preprint posting, field of research, and the probability of a preprint later being published: 

Model 1: 𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑝𝑝) = 𝛽𝛽0 +  𝛽𝛽1𝑅𝑅 + 𝜀𝜀 

Model 2: 𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑝𝑝) = 𝛽𝛽0 +  𝛽𝛽1𝑅𝑅 + 𝛽𝛽2𝐴𝐴 +  𝜀𝜀 

Model 3: 𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑝𝑝) = 𝛽𝛽0 +  𝛽𝛽1𝑅𝑅 + 𝛽𝛽3𝑀𝑀 +  𝛽𝛽4𝐻𝐻 +  𝜀𝜀 

Full model: 𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑝𝑝) = 𝛽𝛽0 +  𝛽𝛽1𝑅𝑅 + 𝛽𝛽2𝐴𝐴 + 𝛽𝛽3𝑀𝑀 +  𝛽𝛽4𝐻𝐻 +  𝜀𝜀 

p is a binary variable indicating whether the preprint was published in a peer-reviewed journal, R is the 

expert peer review score of article quality, A is the age in days of the preprint at the time of analysis, M is 

a dummy variable for the field of Medicine, and H is a dummy variable for the field of Public Health. 

Peer review scores 
We analyzed peer review scores of preprint quality from Rapid Reviews: COVID-19 database published 

by the MIT Press as reported in Nature (29). These reviews are generated by leading experts in the field on 

the editorial board of Rapid Reviews: COVID-19, including members of the National Academy of 

Medicine, UC Berkeley, UC Davis, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and University of 

Washington. We averaged the review scores assigned to each preprint, similar to the aggregation of peer 

review scores conducted by NIH (42). 
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Data & code availability 
The data analyzed in this manuscript can be found at Figshare. The analysis code can be found at GitHub.  
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